
Simulations
Crispr-Cas9 (Apo form)

The framgent memory force in this simulation was too big (0.2), I'm repeating the simulation with a smaller force (0.01). I expect that the energy of 
the local interactions (RAMA+HELIX+F.M.) should contribute around 2/3 of the energy of the non-local interactions (DSSP,PAP,WATER)
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In order to calculate a reasonable SMF Nick and me analyzed some simulations of T4 Lysozyme, where we can see the change of Energy with the Q-
value. On this simulations it is possible to find Lysozymes with Qvalues between 0.4 and 0.98. We can use this values to estimate an energy change for 
any protein.

https://wiki.rice.edu/confluence/download/attachments/27101180/heatmap_Cas9Apo.gif?version=1&modificationDate=1500584196518&api=v2


/home/cab22/Documents/Lysozyme/1lw9_Unfolding_Qvalue/Energy_Comparison.ods

As a rule of thumb we expect that the energy coming from the local interactions should be around the same as the non-local interactions. We can use the 
expectations to approximate the energy change in the Unfolding of CRISPR. Following this rule a SMF of 0.05 should be ok.

  Energy   Energy change      

  SMF=0.01 SMF=0.02 SMF=0.05 SMF=0.2 Change_expected SMF=0.01 SMF=0.02 SMF=0.05 SMF=0.2

${Step} 1000 1000 1000 1000          

${E_chain} 1103.63 1146.4059105198 1132.9169298699 1066.13 142.39% 1571.49 1632.40 1613.20 1518.09

${E_bond} 3719.19 4496.0767517408 4666.2099846672 3591.47 -66.16% -2460.76 -2974.78 -3087.35 -2376.26

${E_chi} 311.13 332.9247833235 328.6440389852 270.81 194.72% 605.81 648.26 639.92 527.30

${E_rama} -5324.09 -5358.8095694418 -5346.4451338263 -5215.35 5.44% -289.41 -291.30 -290.63 -283.50

${E_excl} 70.33 71.7741816843 75.6873593073 111.11 -145.26% -102.16 -104.26 -109.95 -161.40

${E_dssp} -76.22 -86.6894737573 -90.0003437801 -102.85 -67.69% 51.59 58.68 60.92 69.62

${E_pap} -78.58 -79.8398802165 -87.8172993273 -93.15 83.73% -65.79 -66.85 -73.53 -78.00

${E_water} -752.31 -774.4315400479 -736.5138566067 -524.77 89.06% -670.04 -689.74 -655.97 -467.38

${E_helix} -229.17 -223.4311335965 -241.1245561557 -283.44 -23.52% 53.90 52.55 56.71 66.67

${E_fmem} -54.26 -111.0323591108 -344.3669434681 -5632.65 100.00% -54.26 -111.03 -344.37 -5632.65

${E_P} -1310.35 -587.0523289023 -642.8098203344 -6812.70 -105.00% 1375.92 616.43 674.98 7153.62

                   

Local -5607.52 -5693.27 -5931.94 -11131.44   -289.77 -349.78 -578.28 -5849.49

NonLocal -907.11 -906.11 -905.11 -720.78   -684.24 -697.91 -668.58 -475.77



Others 5204.27 5205.27 5206.27 5039.52   -385.62 -798.38 -944.17 -492.27

          Local+Non-local -974.0133132415 -1047.6945030493 -1246.863190185 -6325.2556957897

          Local% 29.75% 33.39% 46.38% 92.48%

          NonLocal% 70.25% 66.61% 53.62% 7.52%

Crispr-Cas9 + DNA
Due to a mistake I didn't update the neighbor list, so it is possible to see an overlap between two domains (grey and red). The single memory force was 
turned off in this simulation.
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Crispr-Cas9 + RNA
Due to a mistake I didn't update the neighbor list, so it is possible to see an overlap between two domains (grey and red). The single memory force was 
turned off in this simulation.
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CRISPR-Cas9+DNA+RNA
The Cas9-DNA-RNA system was simulated using a SMF of 0.5

https://wiki.rice.edu/confluence/download/attachments/27101180/heatmap_RNA.gif?version=1&modificationDate=1500584352005&api=v2
https://wiki.rice.edu/confluence/download/attachments/27101180/heatmap_RNA_nucleic.gif?version=1&modificationDate=1500584363790&api=v2
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Some technical constraints
It is still difficult to mix two nucleic chain together (like DNA and RNA) because merge.py only accepts two files. (Solved by merging the DNA and RNA 
before merging it with the protein)

The simulation seems to be running slowly because there are too many neighbours on the program, it seems that for the central atoms the number of 
neighbors is more than 2000. This may be caused because of the electrostatic potential cutoff. (Not so slow)

AWSEM-3SPN.2 doesn't run with the new version (it almost runs, but atoms from AWSEM dissapear, with the same configuration that worked on the old 
version) (Using the old version)



The premerge script also needs some modifications if I want to simulate the RNA in A-form. Currently it is impossible to simulate RNA with the A-form 
forcefield, but the 3SPN.2C seems to keep the RNA structure. (Using the B-form, seems to keep the shape if the RNA template used is the native 
conformation)

It is impossible to restart the simulations, since the read_restart doesn't work with 3SPN. (A possible fix may be on the new lammps version with 
read_restart remap) (Still imposible)

 

To Do
Simulation of the complex with a SMF of 0.1 (may be more rigid) (Running)

Use fragment memory force for the parts of the protein that are flexible. (Running simulations with dual memory, with a MF of 0.05. Should be equivalent to 
a simulation of SMF 0.1 but with two 0.05 wells around the region where the conformation is diferent. Running with and without DNA)

Run multiple simulations and analyze the PC, see that there are many transitions

Run simulations without DNA (Maybe have another fragment of the structure without RNA)

Check which crystal is closer to the DNA and do bias simulations?
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